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endive; and Frisch fed. one that he kept a long time upon

sugar.
2. The (Jhilopodan or Centipedes, which constitute the

second order, Latreille divides into two families, which he

denominates Jiwquipedes and. 43Jgupede&. The Incegi&i..

pede&, so called because the six last pairs of legs are sud

denly longer than the rest, belong, as at present known, to

a single genus,* which, being less depressed than the other

Centipedes, seems to connect the two Orders. They are

not found in England, but in France they are stated to fre

quent houses and outbuildings, where they conceal them

selves during the day, between the beams and joists, and.

sometimes under stones; but when night comes they may be

seen running upon the walls, with great velocity coursing
their prey, which consists of insects, woodlice, and other

minute creatures; these they puncture with their oral fangs,
and the venom they instil acts very quickly, thus enabling
them easily to secure their victim.

The AJquipedes, so called because all their legs, except the

last pair, are nearly equal in length, are subdivided into

several genera, the most remarkable of which is distinguish
ed by the ancient name of &olopendra. Some species of

this genus grow to an enormous size; a specimen of the

giant centipedef in the British Museum is more than a foot

long. The arms of the animals of the present Order are

more tremendous than those of the Millepedes, for their

second pair of legs terminates in a strong claw, which is

pierced at the apex for the emission of poison; in this

family the first or hip-joints of these legs 'are united and

dilated so as to form a lip. In warm climates, the centi

pedes are said to be very venomous.
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